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MR-Based Detection of Individual Histotripsy Bubble
Clouds Formed in Tissues and Phantoms

Steven P. Allen,1* Luis Hernandez-Garcia,2 Charles A. Cain,1 and Timothy L. Hall1

Purpose: To demonstrate that MR sequences can detect indi-
vidual histotripsy bubble clouds formed inside intact tissues.

Methods: A line-scan and an EPI sequence were sensitized to
histotripsy by inserting a bipolar gradient whose lobes brack-
eted the lifespan of a histotripsy bubble cloud. Using a 7

Tesla, small-bore scanner, these sequences monitored histo-
tripsy clouds formed in an agar phantom and in vitro porcine

liver and brain. The bipolar gradients were adjusted to apply
phase with k-space frequencies of 10, 300 or 400 cm�1.
Acoustic pressure amplitude was also varied. Cavitation was

simultaneously monitored using a passive cavitation detection
system.
Results: Each image captured local signal loss specific to an

individual bubble cloud. In the agar phantom, this signal loss
appeared only when the transducer output exceeded the cavi-

tation threshold pressure. In tissues, bubble clouds were
immediately detected when the gradients created phase with
k-space frequencies of 300 and 400 cm�1. When the gradients

created phase with a k-space frequency of 10 cm�1, individual
bubble clouds were not detectable until many acoustic pulses

had been applied to the tissue.
Conclusion: Cavitation-sensitive MR-sequences can detect
single histotripsy bubble clouds formed in biologic tissue.

Detection is influenced by the sensitizing gradients and treat-
ment history. Magn Reson Med 76:1486–1493, 2016. VC 2015
International Society for Magnetic Resonance in Medicine
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INTRODUCTION

Mechanical disruption of tissue through ultrasonic cavi-
tation (histotripsy) has shown promise as a non-invasive,
transcranial and transcostal soft-tissue ablation surgery
(1–5). In both the transcostal and transcranial cases, his-
totripsy produces predictable, confined lesions with
sharp borders, mainly because the size and location of
bubble clouds formed by the ultrasonic pulses can be

controlled even when the sound field is distorted by

bone (1–3). Furthermore, these bubble clouds can be pro-

duced using ultrasound pulsing schemes with very low

duty cycles, leading to negligible heating in soft tissues

and bone (2).
For safety reasons, transcostal and transcranial abla-

tion must be coupled with an imaging system capable of

localizing histotripsy bubble clouds formed at the onset

of therapy, prior to irreversible ablation. This allows the

operator to terminate therapy should the bubble cloud be

formed in a sensitive structure. Nominally, acoustic cavi-

tation detection achieves this purpose (6–8). However, in

the transcostal and transcranial cases, acoustic cavitation

detection cannot reconstruct the bubble cloud without

making some correction for field aberrations imposed by

the overlying bone (6,9). To this end, the patient, prior

to therapy, submits to computed tomography (10) or

ultrashort echo time MR imaging (11) to characterize her

bone structure. Then, during therapy, the operator must

rely on both these scans and a computational model to

correct the cavitation detection signals (12). The addi-

tional cost, risk, and complexity of this step could be

avoided by using an imaging method that can both be

sensitized to the bubble cloud and produce accurate ana-

tomical images without needing aberration correction.
Previous developments of MRI-based bubble detection

for focused ultrasound surgeries have concentrated on

either detecting cavity voids formed during boiling

(13,14) or detecting changes in T2* (15–18). These meth-

ods are unsuitable for monitoring histotripsy because

they require the bubbles to persist through most of the

acquisition time. Histotripsy bubble clouds have a life-

span of hundreds of microseconds and collapse too

quickly to be directly picked up by even the fastest of

MR sequences.
Recently, a magnetic resonance imaging technique has

been developed to detect the incoherent water motion

caused by inertial cavitation (19,20). This can be accom-

plished by synchronizing the ultrasound pulses with a

bipolar, motion-encoding gradient. With the gradients in

place, the water flow generated by cavitation disrupts

the ability of the second gradient lobe to rewind linear

phase imposed by the first gradient lobe. Images cap-

tured with these sequences show signal loss localized at

the cavitation site. Although this method can easily

detect bubble clouds made in free fluid and in tissue

that has already been homogenized, it is uncertain if it

can be used to detect histotripsy at the onset of therapy,

where the intact tissue may inhibit both the expansion

of the bubble cloud as well as subsequent water motion.
In the following study, we assume that, when the dis-

tance between phase wraps introduced by the first lobe
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of the encoding gradient nears the size of the water per-
turbation made by the bubble cloud, the second gradient
lobe is then unable to rewind the phase imposed by the
first. This will result in signal loss localized to the cavita-
tion site. Thus, very small bubble clouds can be visual-
ized when the sensitizing gradients extend into regions of
k-space with high spatial frequencies. Sequences where
the gradients extend only into low spatial frequency
regions will be unable to detect small bubble clouds.

We aim to demonstrate that MR pulse sequences with

sensitizing gradients that extend into high k-space fre-

quencies can capture the first bubble clouds formed

inside a tissue target. Sequences that extend only into

low frequency k-space will not be able to capture the

first bubbles formed in a tissue target. For this investiga-

tion, we develop single-shot, line-scan and EPI imaging

sequences that are sensitized to histotripsy. The contri-

bution of non-cavitation based fluid flow is investigated

by using the line-scan sequence to estimate the cavita-

tion pressure threshold in an agar phantom. We then use

both sequences to monitor a series of bubble clouds

formed in in vitro porcine liver and brain samples.

METHODS

Transducer

Our experiments were conducted using a custom-made,

MR-compatible transducer placed in the bore of a 7

Tesla, small animal scanner (7T-310, Agilent, Walnut

Creek, CA) capable of gradients up to 400 mT m�1. This

transducer was composed of 16 focused elements, each

with a center frequency of 500 kHz and arrayed along

the surface of a sphere subtended by 1.84 steradians.

The array had a focal depth of 56 mm and an aperture

diameter of 115 mm. After construction, the transducer

was calibrated using a fiber-optic hydrophone (21) using
the same methods discussed in (22) and was found to
generate peak negative pressures exceeding 28 MPa. The
�6dB axial and longitudinal beam widths were found to
be 2.1 mm and 7.0 mm. The acoustic pulses were 4.5 ms
long and contained roughly two full cycles. The driving
system of this transducer was activated by the MR con-
troller console using programmable trigger pulses.

One element in the transducer was wired as a send-
receive hydrophone capable of recording acoustic emis-
sions from cavitation activity. The voltage waveforms cap-
tured by this element were recorded by an oscilloscope
(Pico Technology, Cambridgeshire, UK) and used for pas-
sive cavitation detection (PCD). In experiment A below,
cavitation activity was determined by first subtracting an
estimate of the reflections of the acoustic pulse off the
transducer cap and then integrating the magnitude of the
remaining backscatter signal over a period of 75 to 90 ms
after the acoustic pulse had been fired. This period corre-
sponds to the time it takes for the acoustic pulse to travel
to the focus and back. Details for this calculation are
given under the section titled experiment A. In experi-
ment B, cavitation activity was estimated by integrating
the magnitude of the acquired PCD signal over the same
period as in experiment A.

The transducer was connected to a cap such that its
cavity could be filled with degassed saline and coupled
to a tissue sample placed at the transducer focus. A sur-
face coil was then placed about the sample and centered
on the cavitation site. See Figure 1.

FIG. 1. Experimental setup used in this paper. A histotripsy trans-

ducer was placed in the bore of an MR scanner. A tissue sample
(red, vertical rectangle) was placed at the transducer focus
(ellipse). A surface coil then was placed about the sample and

used to monitor therapy by imaging a plane transecting the focus
(blue, horizontal rectangle). The cavity between the elements of the

transducer and the cap was filled with degassed saline solution.

FIG. 2. Diagrams of histotripsy sensitized MR pulse sequences
used in this study. A: The 1D, spin-echo, line-scan sequence. B:

The 2D EPI sequence. Both sequences are sensitized to histo-
tripsy by synchronizing a bipolar gradient waveform with a single,

5 ms histotripsy acoustic pulse (red arrow). Experiments were con-
ducted by using these sequences to repeatedly image the trans-
ducer focus. Each new instance of the sequence would

simultaneously apply and monitor an additional acoustic pulse to
the target. RF, radio frequency; SS, slice select; PE, phase

encode; RO, readout; US, ultrasound.
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MRI Sequence

MR images were acquired using either a modified spin-
echo, line-scan (23) sequence or an EPI sequence as
shown in Figure 2. In both the line-scan and the EPI
sequence, a bipolar gradient was placed about a single
ultrasound pulse such that one bubble cloud formed and
collapsed between the gradient lobes. The time between
the gradient lobes was limited to at most 1 ms. The dura-
tions of the acoustic pulse (� 5 ms) and the lifecycle of
the bubble cloud (�200 ms) were short enough to thor-
oughly mix water before the second gradient lobe
rewound the phase imposed by the first. Repeating this
sequence simultaneously applied consecutive histotripsy
pulses to a target and acquired cavitation-sensitive
images of each bubble cloud.

For the spin-echo, line-scan sequence, the slice-select
gradient for the refocusing pulse was rotated to play
along the phase-encode axis. As a result, the excitation
planes intersected in a 1.5 mm rectangular beam that
transected the transducer focus, parallel to the readout
direction. The phase-encode gradient was also removed.
Fourier transforming the resulting spin-echo yielded a
single, one-dimensional (1D) “image” of a column of tis-
sue. Line-scanning allowed extremely fast sampling of

the histotripsy process at the cost of losing spatial infor-

mation in the phase encode direction.
Figure 3 indicates how the refocusing pulse was

ensured to transect the transducer focus. A sacrificial

sample was placed in the transducer focus and imaged

using a spin-echo sequence (Frame A). Then, a

cavitation-sensitized 2D sequence (19) was used to plan

the location of the rotated refocusing pulse (Frames B-C).

In the resulting 1D images (Frame D), cavitation caused

observable signal loss. The parameters used in this figure

are repetition time (TR)¼1.2 s, echo time (TE)¼ 65 ms,

field of view (FOV)¼ 25 � 25 mm, matrix¼ 125 � 125,

bandwidth¼ 30.5 kHz, and number of excitations

(NEX)¼1. Sensitizing gradient amplitude, separation,

and duration are identical to that used in experiment A.
Throughout the experiments described below, instan-

ces of the histotripsy imaging sequence were interleaved

with an identical sequence but with the ultrasound sys-

tem deactivated. For these cases, a bubble cloud did not

form between the sensitizing gradients, resulting in

images of the tissue target interleaved between every two

acoustic pulses. These images were used as a control

against which we could compare the signal loss caused

by each bubble cloud.

FIG. 3. Slice planning for the orthogonal excitation pulse. A: A sacrificial sample is placed in the transducer focus. B: A cavitation-

sensitized 2D sequence was used to locate the focus and plan the orthogonal refocusing plane (green lines). C: The refocusing slice is
rotated to excite a column that transects the transducer focus. D: Resulting 1D line scans. The histotripsy bubble cloud creates local-

ized signal loss that is easily detected when compared to the control case.
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The k-space frequency created by the sensitizing gra-

dients of the MR sequence was controlled by increasing

or decreasing the amplitude of the motion encoding gra-

dients while keeping the duration of the lobes and the

period between them constant.
For experiment (A), the imaging parameters for the

line-scan sequence were TR¼1 s, TE¼41 ms, FOV¼25

� 1.5 � 1.5 mm, matrix¼ 125 � 1 � 1, bandwidth¼
30.5 kHz, and NEX¼ 1. The sensitizing gradient lobes

were each 2 ms long, separated by 1 ms and played at an

amplitude of 117.8 mT m�1, leading to a b-value of 9.2 s

mm�2 and a k-space frequency of 100 cm�1.
For experiment B, the imaging parameters for the line-

scan sequence were: TR¼ 0.65 s, TE¼ 35 ms for the liver

samples and TE¼ 50 ms for the brain samples, FOV¼ 25

� 1.5 � 1.5 mm, matrix¼ 75 � 1 � 1, bandwidth¼
30.5 kHz and NEX¼ 1. The sensitizing gradient lobes

were each 2.5 ms long and separated by 1 ms. While

scanning six liver samples and six brain samples, the

gradient amplitudes were set to 9 mT m�1, leading to a

b-value of 0.1 s mm�2 and a k-space frequency of

10 cm�1. While scanning another set of six liver and six

brain samples, the amplitude was set to 376 mT m�1,

leading to a b-value of 171 s mm�2 and a k-space fre-

quency of 400 cm�1.
Imaging parameters for the EPI sequence were

TR¼ 0.7 s, TE¼ 26 ms, FOV¼25 x 25 x 1 mm, matrix¼
64 � 64 � 1, bandwidth¼ 360 kHz, shots¼ 2, k-zero¼
16, and NEX¼ 1. The sensitizing gradient lobes were

each 4 ms long, separated by 0.5 ms, and played at an

amplitude of 176 mT m�1, leading to a b-value of 113 s

mm�2 and a k-space frequency of 300 cm�1.

Experiment A: Determining the Cavitation Threshold

Although the MR sequences were created to observe his-

totripsy cavitation, it is possible other effects such as

streaming and motion caused by the acoustic radiation

force may contribute to signal loss at the transducer

focus. In the following experiment, we attempted to iso-

late the contribution of these effects by using both the

MR line-scan sequence as well as the PCD system to

determine the cavitation threshold pressure in a phan-

tom. If present, both radiation force based water flow

and streaming would cause the MR-sequence to detect

motion at pressures below the cavitation threshold, lead-

ing to a threshold estimate that is lower and less sharp

than that determined by the PCD system.
Experiment A was performed by placing a 1.5 cm

wide by 2.5 cm long cylinder of 1.25% agar gel

(LabScientific, Catalog# AG-SP) into the transducer

focus. Agar phantoms at this concentration have acoustic

attenuation near that of water (24).
A small liquefied volume was first created within the

gel matrix before experimentation by applying a pretreat-

ment of 1000 histotripsy pulses at 35 MPa estimated

peak negative pressure such that the physical environ-

ment would be consistent throughout the experiment.

After pretreatment, the line-scan imaging sequence was

used to apply and image 100 histotripsy pulses all with

a common acoustic amplitude. This experiment was

repeated 14 times while the acoustic output was ramped
from 17 to 35 MPa at 14 discrete points.

The probability of stimulating a bubble cloud using an
acoustic pulse with a given peak negative pressure was
calculated by counting the fraction of pulses per acoustic
amplitude where signal loss greater than a threshold
value was observed. Signal loss was determined by
dividing the signal at the focus in the histotripsy image
by the signal at the focus in the corresponding control
image. The baseline was determined by selecting a
region of the phantom 2 mm away from the focus, where
the signal appeared to remain constant over the entire
experiment. The mean histotripsy image signal in this
region was divided by the corresponding mean control
image signal. A cavitation event was recorded when the
signal loss at the focus for a given image exceeded the
baseline value by more than 5 standard deviations.

Simultaneous to this experiment, the PCD receiver
recorded the acoustic emissions at the focus of the trans-
ducer. These waveforms were composed mainly of the
acoustic pulse as it reflected off of the various surfaces
within the experimental setup and, when present, cavita-
tion emissions and cavitation backscatter. The cavitation
threshold was computed by first subtracting the contri-
butions made by reflections from each recorded wave-
form. These contributions were expected to vary linearly
with increasing pressure amplitude. They were estimated
by first averaging together the 100 waveforms recorded at
24 MPa and then averaging together the 100 waveforms
recorded at 25 MPa and then multiplying the difference
between these two averaged waveforms by each pressure
level. A cavitation event was recorded when the integral
of the magnitude of the signal remaining after subtrac-
tion exceeded the average integral value at 25 MPa by
more than 5 standard deviations.

Experiment B: Tissue Treatment

The 1D spin-echo sequence was used to monitor therapy
in 12 in vitro porcine liver and 12 in vitro porcine brain
samples harvested from a nearby slaughterhouse. Within
24 h, the tissues were cut into pieces, immersed in
degassed saline and held under �15 mm mercury vac-
uum for two additional hours. Liver pieces were cut
from the edges of each liver lobe where blood vessels
were the smallest. Brain pieces were cut from nearly
every portion of the brain except for the brain stem. Typ-
ical attenuation coefficients for liver and brain range
between 0.5 and 0.6 dB cm�1 MHz�1 (24). After being
held in vacuum, the samples were placed in 1.5 cm
wide by 2.5-cm-long cylindrical molds and covered in
2% agar. After gelation, each agar-sample construct was
removed from its mold and placed in the transducer
focus.

Tissue samples were treated with 800 histotripsy
pulses using the line-scan sequence. Six liver and six
brain samples were imaged using the high spatial fre-
quency sequence while the other six liver and six brain
samples were imaged using the low spatial frequency
sequence. The histotripsy pulses had an estimated peak
negative pressure of 35 MPa. One additional sample of
brain tissue was imaged with the EPI sequence, applying
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400 histotripsy cavitation pulses interleaved with 400

control images. Throughout each experiment, the PCD

system collected time-voltage waveforms proportional to

the acoustic pressure incident on the receiver.
The signal losses induced by individual bubble clouds

were extracted from the histotripsy images by averaging

the pixels of each image that lay within a region of inter-

est (ROI) set about the transducer focus. For comparison

across tissue samples, each series of these values was

then normalized to the signal level at the transducer

focus prior to therapy. We then used the same method to

extract any changes in the MR signal of the tissue as

observed by the control images.
To quantify the observability of the bubble clouds, we

estimated the minimum pulse number where the bubble

cloud demonstrated at least a 50% chance of being

observed. This was calculated by finding the smallest

pulse number applied to six samples with a common k-

space frequency and tissue type, where at least three of

the six samples demonstrated a contrast-to-noise ratio

(CNR) above 5. CNR was calculated by subtracting the

mean focal signal of the histotripsy image from that of

the preceding control image and then dividing by the

standard deviation of the signal from a region outside

the extent of the tissue sample.

RESULTS

Experiment A: Cavitation Detection in Gel

The pressure–probability results produced by both the

PCD and MRI systems as well as sigmoid functions fitted

to these results are plotted in Figure 4. The fit to the

PCD data indicates a 0.5 cavitation probability threshold

at 26.4 MPa peak negative pressure. The fit to the MRI

data indicates a threshold at 26.6 MPa peak negative

pressure. Pulses with pressures at or above 27 MPa pro-

duced significant MR-signal loss at least 90% of the

time.

Experiment B: Tissue Treatment

The mean and standard deviation of the cavitation sensi-

tized signal at the transducer focus for each tissue type

and k-space frequency are plotted as a function of pulse

number and displayed in Figure 5. By the end of ther-

apy, all 24 tissue samples displayed cavitation induced

signal loss with a CNR of at least 5. However, the point

at which cavitation specific contrast became differentia-

ble from the control signal varied with the sensitivity of

the imaging sequence. When imaged with a k-space fre-

quency of 400 cm�1, the first histotripsy pulses applied

in liver generated signal loss greater than 40%. With

each successive pulse, the MR signal continued to

decrease until it reached a baseline at approximately

25% of the control signal, where it remained until com-

pletion of therapy. The noise floor across the experi-

ments varied between 3 and 12%. For these tissue

samples, 0.5 probability of detection was achieved by

the 5th pulse.
In brain, when imaged with a k-space frequency of

400 cm�1, the very first histotripsy pulse attenuated the

signal between 60% and 80% and always produced a

CNR above 5. Like the liver case above, the MR signal

continued to decrease until it reached a baseline at about

25% of the control signal, where it remained until com-

pletion of therapy. For these tissue samples, 0.5 probabil-

ity of detection was achieved by the 1st pulse.
The cavitation sensitized signal in tissue samples

imaged with a k-space frequency of 10 cm�1 did not pro-

duce a detectable amount of contrast until several pulses

into treatment. The brain tissue samples demonstrated

0.5 probability of detection at the 15th pulse while the

liver tissue samples demonstrated 0.5 probability of

detection at the 63rd pulse.
In both brain and liver tissues scanned at low spatial

frequency encoding, the cavitation sensitized signal

reached a steady state of approximately 50% of the con-

trol signal, as opposed to the 25% signal level of the

high spatial frequency encoding case. By the end of ther-

apy, the control signal in all 12 liver samples was 1.5 to

2.5 times greater than it was at the start of therapy.

Further, this difference was at least 10 times larger

than the noise floor. The control signal in all 12 brain

samples did not demonstrate a significant change over

the course of treatment. The PCD signal displayed con-

sistent levels across all histotripsy pulses in all the

tissue experiments.

2D Imaging

The first images taken with the 2D EPI sequence are dis-

played in Figure 6 and corroborate with the 1D-line-scan

results. The sample, imaged at a k-space frequency of

300 cm�1, displays cavitation specific contrast within

the first two acoustic pulses.

DISCUSSION

Cavitation Detection without a Gel Matrix

The MRI and PCD sequence indicated a 0.5 probability

threshold within 0.2 MPa of each other. Furthermore,

FIG. 4. Probability–pressure data and fitted curves obtained using
the cavitation sensitized line-scan sequence and the passive cavi-
tation detection (PCD) system. The PCD and MRI based methods

show a 0.5 probability cavitation threshold at 26.4 and 26.6 MPa
peak negative pressures, respectively. These measurements were

taken in a gel sample pretreated with 1000 histotripsy pulses.
Intact tissues, unlike the gel sample used here, may interfere with
water motion and inhibit the performance of the MR sequence.
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both threshold values are within one MPa to thresholds

reported in the literature (25,26).
At pressures below 32 MPa, the MR sequence reports

about 10% fewer cavitation events than the PCD system.

This is possibly because the acoustic pulses at pressures

below 32 MPa produced small bubble clouds. Unlike the

PCD system, the MR line-scan sequence is subject to

partial volume effects. Bubble clouds that cause motion

outside the intersection of the two excitation planes, or

bubble clouds that cause incoherent motion in a sub-

voxel volume, will less effectively generate MR signal

loss but will still be detected by acoustic methods.

Detecting the First Bubble Cloud in Tissue

The results shown in Figure 5 confirm our hypothesis

that the initial bubble clouds formed in tissues can be

detected using MRI sequences. The very first cloud

FIG. 5. The mean (dark line) and standard deviation (light envelope) of the motion weighted and T2-weighted signal (T2W) at the cavita-

tion site versus the number of acoustic pulses applied to the sample. For images acquired at low spatial frequencies, signal loss caused
by cavitation is not immediately differentiable from the T2-weighted signal, where cavitation-based motion is not present. However, this

signal does become differentiable after several acoustic pulses are applied to the tissue target. At high spatial frequencies, cavitation
specific contrast is immediately apparent and remains differentiable over the course of treatment. The T2-weighted signal in liver
increases with treatment pulse number, but remains constant in brain.

FIG. 6. EPI of a sample of brain tissue taken before therapy (A), and over the first two acoustic pulses applied to the sample (B). The
sensitizing gradient extends to a k-space frequency of 300 cm�1. The bubble clouds applied in B cause localized signal attenuation as

indicated by the arrow. C: Dividing the image in B by the image in A isolates cavitation-specific contrast and the result is shown. The
EPI sequence is able to detect and localize the first two histotripsy pulses applied to the tissue sample.
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formed in brain tissue is consistently detectable. Mean-
while, in the liver, the bubble cloud is consistently
detectable by the 5th pulse. Furthermore, the PCD signal
remained quite uniform across all pulses in all the tissue
experiments, indicating that the cavitation behavior did
not change in a systematic manner during treatment.

It is currently unclear if applying one histotripsy pulse
in the brain or five pulses in the liver will cause irrevers-
ible damage. Previous studies have indicated that small
pulse numbers of histotripsy in rabbit kidney create scat-
tered foci of hemorrhage and cell debris (27,28). But it is
unknown if this trend continues in the brain and liver,
or if these organs will recover from such damage.

It appears from Figure 5 that, with a k-space frequency
of 400 cm�1, the first bubble cloud formed in liver
causes less signal attenuation than the first cloud formed
in brain. This may be due to the liver being a stiffer tis-
sue than the brain, leading the bubble cloud to have
more difficulty driving flow. Scans at higher sensitivities
or higher resolutions may better observe the first bubble
cloud formed in liver.

For therapy in very stiff media such as fibrotic tissue,
achieving sufficient resolution and sensitivity to visual-
ize the bubble cloud will likely require trade-offs
between imaging time, resolution, and image fidelity. In
addition, the waveforms in the high sensitivity cases of
this study already have b-values above 100 s mm�2,
resulting in images moderately sensitive to thermal diffu-
sion. Further increases in cavitation sensitivity will pro-
duce images even more sensitive to non–cavitation-
related sources of motion.

Lesion Monitoring through Cloud Detection

Images acquired with low sensitivity to cavitation do
not immediately produce statistically significant signal
loss. However, as successive pulses are applied to the
tissue, the bubble cloud becomes more apparent. We
suspect this behavior is an indication of disruption of
the tissue. As the cellular structure breaks down, there
will be less resistance to flow at the focus, leading to
more signal attenuation. If this is true, it may be possi-
ble to use cavitation sensitized MR sequences to moni-
tor the progression of the histotripsy lesion. One may be
able to choose an imaging sensitivity such that contrast
is saturated once the lesion reaches a desired state of
homogenization.

Lesion Monitoring through T2-Weighted Imaging

By the end of treatment, the control signal of each liver
sample demonstrates 1.5 to 2.5 times more amplitude at
the end of treatment compared to the beginning, with
this difference in signal being at least 10 times larger
than the noise floor. The majority of the signal increase
occurs in the first 200 pulses, with diminishing gains for
every pulse after that. This trend of an initial rapid
increase in contrast followed by more gentle, asymptotic
changes is also found in studies of other measures of his-
totripsy lesions such as acoustic backscatter reduction
in kidney (27), Young’s modulus in liver (29), color
Doppler ultrasound (30), and optical measurements
(31). Preliminary studies have found some correlation

between T2 elevation and liver tissue homogenization
(2,3,32–35). It is currently unclear why the T2 weighted
contrast in brain does not change in response to
homogenization.

Real-Time 2D Targeting and Monitoring

The images in Figure 6 suggest that the principles
behind 1D MR-based cavitation detection can be
extended to 2D imaging. The EPI sequence is able to
detect and localize the first two bubble clouds formed in
the target.

In a clinical setting, the location of the transducer
focus may not be precisely known. It may be more pref-
erable to use 2D and 3D imaging sequences to localize
the first histotripsy bubble clouds applied to the target.
In addition, many clinical systems do not have the same
field strength and gradient capability as the 7T scanner
used here. Operating with reduced maximum gradient
amplitudes, reduced slew rates, and reduced signal-to-
noise ratios may hinder detecting the first bubble clouds
formed in tissues. Further adaptations, such as longer
gradient times, pulsing to multiple locations during a
single acquisition, or modifying the pulsing parameters
to maintain longer bursts of cavitation activity, may be
necessary to overcome these limitations. It may also be
necessary to first use reversible focus finding methods
such as thermometry or acoustic radiation force imaging
to narrow in on the likely location of the bubble cloud.
Once this region is located, the operator can determine
the optimal set of tradeoffs to yield the best image of the
bubble cloud.

This study reduces the chance of generating an appre-
ciable acoustic radiation force or streaming by using very
short pulses with a very low duty cycle. Other pulsing
methods with higher duty cycles or longer pulse lengths
may successfully generate a radiation force displacement
or streaming effect. These motions will introduce both
phase and magnitude perturbations to the signal at the
focus.

We envision an MR-guided histotripsy protocol that
uses sequences that apply both high and low k-space fre-
quencies. At the start of therapy, the operator will use
sequences with high k-space frequencies to verify proper
placement of the bubble cloud. Then, over the course of
treatment, the operator will use sequences with low k-
space frequencies to monitor the disruption of the target.
As the tissue is disrupted, the negative contrast in the
MR images will also increase.

CONCLUSIONS

Cavitation-sensitive MR sequences can detect the inco-
herent, intravoxel water motion introduced by histo-
tripsy bubble clouds formed in biologic tissue. Although,
at the onset of treatment, intact tissue structures may
inhibit water flow, these sequences can still capture cav-
itation specific contrast when their gradient waveforms
enable a sufficiently high sensitivity. Sequences with
very low sensitivity have difficulty observing the first
bubble clouds formed in tissues. However, in this case,
cavitation specific contrast may become visible as the tis-
sue target is progressively destroyed.
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